A Two Day Workshop
conducted by ABJF (Athato
Brahma Jigyasa Foundation)

“Magic of Basic”
Date: 25th and 26th June 2010 Venue:
Manas Mandiram, Shahpur

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TOPICS COVERED IN WORKSHOP {through discussions and video cases}:

•BASIC PRINCIPLES of homeopathy and elaborate understanding of HUMAN CORE: One thing which is constant and
true for this science.
•Discussion upon the MISSING LINK- from Vital principle of Hahnemann’s era till the Vital sensation of today’s time,
and understand how it is just an extension of Hahnemannian method for better application of his principles.

•Complete aspect of human centric CASE WITNESSING PROCESS (CWP): The art of listening in PASSIVE,
entry into the ACTIVE and the final journey of ACTIVE-ACTIVE.
•The AIMS, WHAT and WHY of CWP to make the process more scientific and reproducible.

CASE ILLUSTRATION : to see the practical utility of this wholistic theory.
•First was Animal case in which the patient gave us the complete pattern and also how beautifully every aspect of
case was getting unveiled to reach the final source. It was a complete presentation with every step of CWP and its
scientific understanding. Remedy given to the patient was PYTHON.
•Next day we went one step ahead and started with a fact level case of a child which was presented to get an idea of
how to go about in different types of cases.

Early morning a relaxing session of Yoga with Dr. Urvi Chauhan.

Testimonials upon Lecturer, Lecture content and Organizer :
“LECTURER: Occasionally in life you feel some questions are

unanswerable or answers aren’t necessary. But for sir this isn’t
true, he has answers from simplest to complex doubts, just love
him! LECTURE CONTENT: Always thought provoking, the more
you meditate on it better it gets! ORGANISATION: Awesome!
Every time the understanding gets better. And as you attend
lectures of dedicated people you understand the difference
between belief and faith, between liking and desire, between love
and passion and then the connection between verbal and non
verbal develops. Thank you sir!”

“the lecturer is amazingly great… not only he explains each and every point precisely but he gives a scientific
reason for everything, he answers all the questions patiently and his sense of humor makes lecture
interesting…the lecture content helped us widen our approach towards case taking, gave us confidence towards
the system…the organization done was truly appreciable.. food, stay, place really good and refreshing…Dr.
Dinesh and Urvi chauhan easily approachable.”
“LECTURER: It’s simply superb. Both the lecture that is sir’s on case taking and other topic were

excellent. And Urvi mam’s yoga lecture was also superb.

.”

“LECTURER: Lecture was really good, the speaker had

good skills and saw to it that our point was made clear.
LECTURE CONTENT: Lecture content was good; cases
helped us to understand the patient.
ORGANISATION: Everything was just perfect; the
co-coordinators are very helpful and continuously kept
us updated about the next move before coming here.
SUGGESTIONS: Looking forward to coming back again. Was really helpful in guiding us since we are
just beginners. Keep up the good work.”
“I would like to congratulate Dr. Dinesh chauhan because these are the people who have great amount

of knowledge but they don’t know how to deliver this to the other in their standard and language. He
taught with so much grace but very intelligently that the ratio of people not understanding coming to
0.0001% so I am very satisfied with it. He has all the style of a graceful teacher, expertise of all
areas and skillful presentation…”

To enrol / donate / more Information, kindly contact us at swasthyaclinic@vsnl.net

